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1. INTRODUCTION
 w x w x.By a classical theorem of Higman see 6 or 15, Theorem 2.7 and a
 w x w x.theorem of Hartley and Pickel see 5 or 15, Theorem 5.1 , the group of
 .units U ZG of the integral group ring of a finite group G is either finite
or contains a nonabelian free subgroup. More recently some authors have
 .shown some remarkable finite groups G for which U ZG contains a
 w x w x w x w x.nonabelian free subgroup of finite index see 14 , 7 , 11 and 12 . This
suggests the following question: Given a finite group G, is it possible to
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 :  .subgroup F s F , F , . . . , F has finite index in U ZG and there is1 2 n
``good connection'' between the F 's so that F has a nice structure?i
 .In this line the nonabelian nilpotent finite groups G so that U ZG
contains a subgroup of finite index which is isomorphic to a direct product
w xof nonabelian free groups have been listed in 8 . It is a remarkable fact
that those groups can be characterized in terms of the Wedderburn
decomposition of QG.
w xThe aim of this paper is to complete the work in 8 . We give the
 .complete list of the nonabelian finite groups G so that U ZG contains a
subgroup of finite index which is isomorphic to a direct product of
nonabelian free groups and characterize them in terms of the Wedderburn
decomposition of QG. More concretely we prove the following theorem
 .see Sect. 2 for the notation .
THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a finite non-
abelian group G:
 .  .1 U ZG contains a subgroup of finite index which is isomorphic to a
direct product of nonabelian free groups.
 .2 For e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e of QG the simple ring
 .  .QGe is either a commutati¨ e field or isomorphic to H Q , M Q , or2
 . .y1, y3 rQ .
 . n3 G is isomorphic to H = C for some n G 0 and a group H of one2
of the following 12 types:
 .a W ;2
 .  2:b W r x ;2 1
 .  2 :c W r x t ;2 1 12
 .  2 2:d W r x , x , D ;2 1 2 8
 .  2 2 :e W r x t , x t , Q ;2 1 12 2 12 8
 .  :  2 :  .f W r t N 2 F i - j F n = x N 2 F i F n n G 3 ;n i j i
 .  :  2 :  .g W r t N 2 F i - j F n = x t N 2 F i F n n G 3 ;n i j i 1 i
 .  :  2 :  .h W r t N 2 F i - j F n = x N 1 F i F n n G 3 ;n i j i
 .  :  2 :  2:  .i W r t N 2 F i - j F n = x N 1 F i F n = x n G 3 ;n i j i 1
 .  :  2 :  2 :  .j W r t N 2 F i - j F n = x N 1 F i F n = x t n G 3 ;n i j i 1 12
 . mk C i C ;3 s 2
 . ml C i C .3 s 4
 . .Note that y1, y3 rQ is isomorphic to the Q-algebra A defined in
w x  w x.12 . Indeed, putting i s n and j s 1 y 2n see the notation in 12 , one2 4
2 2 w xhas i s y1, j s y3, and k s ij s 2n y n s yji. By 12 the units of3 2
w x  .Z n , n , n , n are "n s "1, " n s "i, " n s " i q ij r2, " n s1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
 .  .  .  .  ." 1 y j r2, " n y n s " 1 q j r2, and " n y n s " i y ij r2.1 4 2 3
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w x  . .By 4, Proposition 23.16 every torsion unit of y1, y3 rQ is one of
 . .these 12 units and hence the set of torsion units of y1, y3 rQ is
 w x.U Z n , n , n , n , C i C .1 2 3 4 3 s 4
2. NOTATION
Throughout the paper we use the following notation for n g N, G a
finite group, and R a ring:
o x s order of x g G; .
j s primitive nth root of unit;n
D s dihedral group of order 2n;2 n
Q s quaternion group of order 2n;2 n
 :GEN N REL s group given by the generators GEN and the relations
REL;
4 2 w xW s x , x , . . . , x N x s x , x , x s x , xn 1 2 n i i j k i j
:s 1, 1 F i , j, k F n ;
w xt s x , x g W for every 1 F i , j F n ; .i j i j n
Ã y1< <S s S  x g ZG S : G ; .x g S
$
 :g s g g g G ; .Ã
M R s n = n matrix ring over R; .n
U R s group of units of R; .
a, b
s quaternion R-algebra defined by a, b g R; /R
y1, y1
H R s classical quaternion algebra s ; .  /R
Z X s center of X where X is a group or a ring ; .  .
H i G s semidirect product induced by an action w : Gw
ª Aut H of a group G on another group H . .
When we have an action as above, we just consider H and G embedded
 .in H i G and hence the element h, g g H i G is denoted by hg.w w
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 y1 . .Further, when there is no confusion with the action w, w g h is
denoted by h g.
 . y1Inv: G ª G is the map given by Inv g s g .
 :  .  :s s s : x ª Aut A is the action of the cyclic group x of evenx, A
 .order on the abelian group A given by s x s Inv.
For the sake of shortness we will say that a group G is U-admissible if it
 .satisfies condition 1 of Theorem 1 and admissible if satisfies condi-
 .tion 2 .
3. LEMMAS
w xUsing the ideas from 8, Lemma 4 one can prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a nonabelian admissible group.
 .  . 21 For e¨ery g g Z G , g s 1.
 .2 The homomorphic images and the subgroups of G are admissible.
 .3 If G s H = K then either H or K has exponent at most 2.
$
 .  .Proof. Let g g Z G . Then g 1 y G9 is a periodic central unit of$ $
 . w x  .QG 1 y G9 and because of 3 and the assumption, QG 1 y G9 ,
 .n  .m  .kM Q = H Q = y1, y3rQ for some n, m, k G 0. But every peri-2
 .  .  . .odic central unit of M Q , H Q , and y1, y3 rQ has order at most 2.2$ $ $
2 2 2 .  .Thus g 1 y G9 s 1 y G9 and hence g y 1 G9s g y 1. Since G is
not abelian G9 / 1 and comparing coefficients it follows that g 2 g G9.$ $ $ $
2 2 2 .  .Consequently g s g G9 q g 1 y G9 s G9 q 1 y G9 s 1.
 . w xThe proof of 2 is the same as the one in 8, Lemma 7 .
Assume now that G s H = K and H is not abelian. We prove that K
 .has exponent 2. By 2 one may assume that K is cyclic. If p is a prime
< <  .divisor of K , then one of the simple components of Q K is Q j and onep
 .  .  . .of the simple components of Q H is either M Q , H Q , or y1, y3 rQ .2
 .Consequently one of the simple components of QG is either M Q m2
 .   ..  .  .   ..  . .Q j , M Q j , H Q m Q j , H Q j , or y1, y3 rQ mp 2 p p p
 .  .  .. < <Q j , y1, y3 rQ j . Since G is admissible, p s 2; therefore K isq p
< <a power of 2. Assume now that K / 1, 2. Then one of the simple
 .components of Q K is Q i and hence one of the simple components of QG
 .  .  .  .  . .  .is either M Q m Q i or H Q m Q i or y1, y3 rQ m Q i . But, by2
w x   ..13, 1.6 and 1.7 , these three algebras are isomorphic to M Q i , a2
contradiction.
LEMMA 3. E¨ery nonnilpotent admissible group is a semidirect product of
a normal abelian subgroup of exponent 3 by a subgroup of exponent that is a
di¨ isor of 4.
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Proof. Let G be a nonnilpotent admissible group and let e , e , . . . , e1 2 n
be the set of primitive central idempotents of QG. Then the map f :
 .  .G ª Ge = Ge = ??? = Ge s K given by f g s ge , ge , . . . , ge is a1 2 n 1 2 n
group monomorphism such that p ( f is surjective for every i s 1, 2, . . . , ni
 .p : K ª Ge is the ith projection . Assume that QGe , QGe , . . . , QGei i 1 2 k
 .are commutative, QGe , QGe , . . . , QGe are isomorphic to H Q ,kq1 kq2 l
 .QGe , QGe , . . . , QGe are isomorphic to M Q , and QGe ,lq1 lq2 m 2 mq1
 . .QGe , . . . , QGe are isomorphic to y1, y3 rQ . Then Ge is abelian iflq2 n i
1 F i F k, isomorphic to K if k - i F l, isomorphic to either D , S , or8 8 3
 w x.D if l - i F m see 2 , and isomorphic to C i C if m - i F n. This12 3 s 4
implies that G9 is abelian and its exponent is a divisor of 6
We claim that every element of G has exponent a divisor of 12. Indeed,
 .6  . 6ge g Z Ge , for every k - i F n, and hence g is central. Byi i
Lemma 2, g12 s 1.
Then, for every 1 F i F k, Ge is an abelian group of exponent a divisori
of 12. Therefore G is isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct product of the
k1 k 2 k3 k4 k5 k6  .k 7form K s C = C = C = K = H = S = C i C . But two2 4 3 8 8 3 3 s 4
elements of order 3 of K commute and hence the same happens with
every two elements of order 3 of G. Let H be the group generated by the
elements of order 3 of G. By the previous comments, H is formed by 1
and the elements of order 3 of G. Thus H is normal in G. If K is a
2-Sylow subgroup of G, G s K i H and the exponent of H is a divisorw
of 4.
LEMMA 4. If G s C m i C is a nonabelian admissible group with3 w k
 4k g 2, 4 then w s s .
Proof. Set H s C m and x a generator of C . Assume first that k s 2.3 k
We claim that it is enough to prove that h x / h for every 1 / h g H.
2  x. x xIndeed, since x s 1, hh s hh for every h g H. Thus hh s 1 and, by
the assumption, h x s h2 s hy1. Suppose that there exists a 1 / h g H,
such that h x s h. We claim that, for every k g H, either k x s k or
 x: x  x:  :  :h g k, k . Indeed, if k / k and h f k, k then h, k, x s h =
 :  :  :k, x is a nonabelian admissible group and neither h nor k, x has
exponent 2, contradicting Lemma 2. Since G is not abelian there exists
x  x: x i jk g H such that k / k. Therefore, h g k, k , and hence k s h k , for
 i j. x i1qj. j 2some i s 1, 2 and j s 1, 2. Since x has order 2, k s h k s h k .
 .  i . x  i .2 iThus, 3 N i j q 1 and hence j s 2. Then h k s h k / h k and h f
 i :  i  i . x:h k s h k, h k , which yields a contradiction.
 2: Assume now that x has order 4. Since H i x is admissible Lemmaw
. < 2 < 22 , then either w s 1 or w s s . Assume that the second case x :  x :
x  : xholds. Then h f h for every 1 / h g H. Let 1 / h g H and h s h .1 2 1
 : X  :Then G s x, h is an admissible group of order 36 and G s h , h1 1 1 1 2
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$
has order 9. Then dim QG e s 32, where e s 1 y G9. Set A s QG e.Q 1 1
w x  .By 3 and since G is admissible we deduce that dim Z A s 8 but this1 Q
 .is not the case. Actually some tedious computations show that dim Z AQ
s 2. Let us sketch that. Set X s xe, H s h e, and H s h e. Let A9 be1 1 2 2
the subalgebra of A generated by H and H . Then A is a skew group1 2
ring A s A9)C . We consider A as a graded ring. To compute the center2
of A it is enough to compute the homogeneous elements which belong to
the center. Since X commutes with C , the centralizer of X in A is2
 .  .Cen X )C . Now we can compute Cen X , which is the vector spaceA9 2 A9
generated by 1 and H q H 2 q H q H 2. Therefore, every homogeneous1 1 2 2
i  2 2 ..element of the center is of the form a s X a q b H q H q H q H1 1 2 2
with 0 F i F 1 and a , b g Q. But this element is central if and only if
 .  .i s 0. This shows that Z A s Cen x has dimension 2.A9
< 2Therefore, w s 1. This implies that w induces an action w9 of x :
 2:  2:   2:.Kr x in H and Gr x , H i Kr x is admissible by Lemma 2.w9
Then we apply the first case to show that w s s .
A group which is either finite or contains a subgroup of finite index
which is isomorphic to a direct product of finitely many nonabelian free
 .groups will be called a PFFI group from ``product of free of finite index'' .
LEMMA 5. A direct summand of a PFFI group is PFFI.
Proof. Let G s H = H be a PFFI group G. Let F s  F be a1 2 ig I i
subgroup of finite index of G, where each F is nonabelian and free and Ii
. is finite . Let p : G ª H and p : F ª F be projections j s 1, 2, 1 F i Fj j i i
.  .n . Then K s H l F have finite index in H i s 1, 2 , and hencei i i
  .  .:K s K = K has finite index in G and in F. Thus, p K , p K has1 2 i 1 i 2
finite index in F .i
 .  .Let i g I and suppose that both p K and p K are cyclic. Sincei 1 i 2
w  .  .x  .  .p K , p K s 1, p K j p K is contained in a cyclic subgroup ofi 1 i 2 i 1 i 2
  .  .:F . But this contradicts the fact that p K , p K has finite index in F .i i 1 i 2 i
 .  .Therefore, for every i g I, either p K or p K is not cyclic.i 1 i 2
  . 4  . 4  .Let I s i g I: p K s 0 and J s i g I: p k is not cyclic j s 1, 2 .j i j j i j
 .By the previous paragraph I s J j J . If i g J , then p K :1 2 i i 2
  ..Cen p K s 1. Therefore J : I and similarly J : I . By the previ-F i 1 1 1 2 2i
 4ous paragraph J s I and J , J is a partition of J.i i 1 2
Let j g J . We claim that F l K has finite index in F , and hence it is1 j 1 j
free nonabelian. Since K has finite index in F, it also has finite index in
F K. Furthermore, K is normal in F, and hence there exist x , x , . . . , xj 1 2 m
g F such that F K s j n x K. If x g F , then there exist i s 1, 2, . . . , nj j is1 i j
  ..and k g K such that x s x k. If l g J , then p p k s 1 and if l g J ,i 1 l 2 2
 .   ..  .then 1 s p x s p p k . Therefore, p k s 1 and hence k g H l F .l l 2 2 1 j
This proves the claim.
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Therefore,  K l F has finite index in  F . Therefore, it alsojg J 1 j jg J j1 1
has finite index in H l  F s K . We conclude that  K l F1 ig J j 1 jg J 1 j1 1
is a direct product of nonabelian free groups which has finite index
in H .1
LEMMA 6. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a nonabelian finite
group G.
 .1 G is U-admissible.
 .  .2 For e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e of QG, U ZGe is PFFI.
 .   ..3 For e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e of QG, U O e is PFFI,
 .where O e is a maximal Z-order in QGe.
 .  . w xProof. Conditions 2 and 3 are equivalent by 15, Lemma 4.6 .
Let e , e , . . . , e be the primitive central idempotents of G. The result1 2 n
 .is obvious if U ZG is finite, so we assume that it is not.
 .  . n  .1 implies 2 . Since ZG and  ZGe are Z-orders in QG, U ZGis1 i
n  . n  .has finite order in  U ZGe and hence  U ZGe is PFFI. Nowis1 i is1 i
Lemma 5 applies.
 .  . m2 implies 1 . Let F s  F be a subgroup of finite index ofis1 i
n  . w   .x U ZGe . For every 1 F i F m, F : F l U Z G - ` and henceis1 i i i
 . m  .F l U ZG is nonabelian and free. Further,  F l U ZG has finitei is1 i
n  .  .index in F and in  U ZGe . Thus it has finite index in U ZG too.is1 i
LEMMA 7. The class of U-admissible groups is closed under quotients.
 .Proof. If e is a primitive central idempotent of Q GrH , then there
 .exists a primitive central idempotent f of QG, such that Q GrH e , QGf.
Now Lemma 6 applies.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
( ) ( )3 implies 2
k  .  .Let G , H = C , where H is of one of the types a ] l . It is clear that2
 .if H satisfies 2 , then so does G. Therefore one may assume that k s 0.
w x  .  .The result is a consequence of 8 for cases a ] j . Therefore one may
assume that G s C k i C with m s 2, 4. It is not difficult to see that3 s m $
kG9 s C . Therefore, dim QGG9s m.3 Q
Let X be the set of subgroups of H of order 3ky1. For every S g X, set$
nÃ .  4  .e s S 1 y G9 Then e : S g X is a set of 3 y 1 r2 orthogonal nonzeroS S
w xcentral idempotents. By 3 , QGe is noncommutative and henceS
dim QGe G 4.Q S
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Assume that m s 2. Then
$
k k3 y 1 2 F dim QGe F dim QG 1 y G9 s 3 y 1 2 .  . . Q S Q
SgX
and hence dim QGe s 4 for every S g X. Further, if x is a generator ofQ S
 . .  .  .C , 1 q x 1 y x e s 0 and 1 q x e / 0 / 1 y x e . Thus QGe is2 S S S S
 .not a division ring and hence it is isomorphic to M Q .2
Now suppose that m s 4. We argue similarly but now we produce
wdouble the amount of central idempotents by taking e s 1 qi, S
 . i 2 . xy1 x r2 e for S g X and i s 0, 1. A similar argument on the dimen-S
sions shows that dim QGe s 4 for every S and i. If i s 0, thenQ iS
 . .  .  .1 q x 1 y x e s 0 and 1 q x e / 0 / 1 y x e and hencei, S i, S i, S
 .  . .QGe , M Q as above. However, QGe , y1, y3 rQ . Indeed, let0, S 2 1, S
y g C k y S. Then QGe is generated by 1 s e , X s xe , Y s ye ,3 1, S 1, S 1, S 1, S
and XY as a Q-vector space. Therefore it is also generated by 1, i s X,
j s yX y 2 XY, and k s ij. But i2 s y1, j2 s y3 ? 1, and ij s yji.
( ) ( )2 implies 3
Let G be a nonabelian admissible group. By Lemma 2 one may assume
that G is indecomposable. If G is nilpotent and e is a primitive central
 . .idempotent of QG, such that QGe , y1, y3 rQ then Ge , C i C ,3 s 4
which is not nilpotent. Therefore if G is nilpotent, it is admissible in the
w xsense of 8 , and hence G is isomorphic to one of the groups of types
 .  .a ] j . If G is not nilpotent then, by Lemma 3, G s H i K, where H isc
a normal abelian subgroup of exponent 3 and K is a subgroup of G of
w x kexponent a divisor of 4. By Lemma 2 and 8 , K is abelian or K , K = C ,1 2
 .  .where K is one of the types a ] j .1
Assume first that K is abelian. Then K s K = K , where K is a direct1 2 1
product of k copies of C , and K is a direct product of k copies of C .1 2 2 2 4
If 1 / x g Ker f has order 4, then there exists a subgroup K 9 of K, such
 :  .  : that K s K 9 = x and G s H i K 9 = x where f9 is the restric-f9
.tion of f to K , contradicting our assumption that G is indecomposable.
Therefore, Ker f has no element of order 4. This together with
 .Lemma 4 implies that f x s Inv for every element of order 4 of K and
 4this implies that k F 1. The same argument shows that K l Ker w s 12 1
 :  .  . and k F 1. If k s k s 1, K s x , i s 1, 2 , then f x s Inv i s1 1 2 1 i i
.  .1, 2 Lemma 4 and hence x x g Ker w has order 4, a contradiction. We1 2
conclude that either k s 1 and k s 0 or k s 0 and k s 1. In other1 2 1 2
words, either G , C k i C or G , C k i C .3 s 2 3 f 4
Now assume that K s K = C k, where K is one of the 10 groups listed1 2 1
w xin 8, Theorem 6 and we have to prove that for none of these groups
G s H i K is admissible. Since we are assuming that G is indecompos-w
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able, K ­ Ker f and, by Lemma 4, one may assume that K s K and1 1
 :H s h , C .3
 4 2 3 :Assume first that K s x , x N x s x s 1, x x s x x , D . Let1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 8$ $
2 2Ã Ã . . e s 1 y x 1 y h . Since x e s he s 0, e, X s x e, X s x e, X X ,1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
4Y s Ye, YX , YX , YX X is a Q-basis of A s QGe. We have three possi-1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .ble cases: 1 w x s Inv and w x s 1; 2 w x s 1 and w x s Inv;1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .and 3 w x s Inv and w x s Inv. But actually case 3 coincides withi 2
 .case 2 . It is possible to see that by setting z s x and z s x x .1 1 2 1 2
 .Now by straightforward computations one proves that in case 1 ,
 4  .e, X q 2YX is a basis of Z A and using this fact it is easy to show that2 2
e and 0 are the unique central idempotents of A. Thus e is a primitive
 .central idempotent of QG and QGe is not commutative, neither H Q nor
 .  .M Q , nor y1, y3 rQ. This eliminates this case.2
 .  4In case 2 a basis of the center is given by 1, X q 2YX , and we argue1 1
similarly.
 4 2 2 3 :Now assume that K s x , x N x s 1, x s x , x x s x x , K . In1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 8
 .this case all the possible actions are equivalent. Indeed, if w x s Inv1
 .and w x s 1, then setting z s x and z s x x , we may assume2 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .that w x s w x s Inv. We argue as in the previous case taking e s1 2$
2 Ã . .1 y x 1 y h and show that e is a primitive central idempotent and the1
center of QGe has dimension 2.
Now that we have eliminated the cases K s Q and K s D , we can8 8
eliminate the rest of the cases as follows. Assume that K is one of the 10
w x  .groups from 8, Theorem 6 different from Q and D and n s r K .8 8
Since w is nontrivial there exists 1 F i F n, such that x f Ker w. Leti
 42 F i F n, such that x , x ­ Ker w. Then there exists a normal subgroup1 i
 :K of K s x , x , t embedded in Ker w such that K rK is isomor-2 1 1 i 12 1 2
 .phic to either Q or D and K ­ Ker w. Thus H i K rK , H i8 8 1 w 1 2 w
 .K rK is not admissible and we obtain a contradiction with Lemma 2.1 2
( ) ( )2 implies 1
 .  .Since we have already proved that 2 implies 3 , G9 is abelian and
w x  . GrG has exponent 2 or 4. By 15, Lemma 30.6 , N s U ZG l 1 q0
 .  ..   .D G D G, G9 is a normal complement of the trivial units. Here D G, H
 .denotes the kernel of the canonical homomorphism ZG ª Z GrH , for
 .  . .every normal subgroup H of G and D G s D G, G . The rest of the
 .  . w xproof is similar to the proof of 2 implies 1 in 8, Theorem 1 .
( ) ( )1 implies 2
Let e be a primitive central idempotent of QG. A big part of the proof
 .  . w xof 1 implies 2 8, Theorem 1 is useful here. Indeed, the following two
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facts can be proved exactly as in the referred proof with the help of
Lemma 6.
 .  .a dim Z QGe F 2.Q
 .  .b If QGe is not a division ring, then it is isomorphic to M Q .2
It only remains to prove that if QGe is a noncommutative division ring,
 .  . .then QGe is isomorphic to H Q or y1, y3 rQ . To do that we observe
 .that Ge is a finite subgroup of U QG which generates QGe as a Q-vector
space, and we use Amitsur's classification of finite groups of division rings
w x1 . By Lemma 7, Ge is U-admissible. Furthermore, QGe is isomorphic to
 .one of the simple components of Q Ge . Therefore one may assume that
G s Ge.
 m 2 m r2Case 1. Assume to start that G s Q s a, b N a s 1, b s a ,2 m
y1 y1:bab s a , with 2 N m. We are going to show that m s 4 or m s 6,
which yields the desired conclusion for this case. Because Q and Q ,8 12
C i C are admissible.3 s 4
 m r p:Let p be an odd prime divisor of m. Then Gr a , Q should be2 p
 U-admissible. But one of the simple components of this group is M Q j2 p
y1 .. w x w x.  .q j 4 or 15 . This, together with b implies that p s 3. A similarp
argument shows that 32 does not divide m. Thus m s 2 k3 l with l s 0, 1.
 3 l:   ..kq 1 kq1 k kOn the other hand, Gr a , Q and QQ s Q D = H Q j . If2 2 2 2
  ..k ) 2, M Q i would be one of the components of this group. Therefore,2
k F 2. Further, if k s 2 and l s 1, then one of the components of QG
  ..   ..   ..would be isomorphic to H Q j . But H Q j , M Q j because the3 3 2 3
2 2  . w xequation x q y s y1 has a solution on Q j 10 . Since G is not3
abelian either k s 2 and l s 0, or l s 1 and k s 1. That is, m s 4 or
m s 6.
 m n t y1Case 2. Assume now that G s G s a, b N a s 1, b s a , babm , r
r:  . w x ws a is a group of type 3C of 1 satisfying the conditions of 1, Theorem
 .x  .  . 5 2 . Then the following conditions hold: r, m s 1, n s g r, m s min k
k  .4  .  .N r ' 1 m , s s r y 1, m , st s m, n, t s 1, t is odd, and n N s. Then
 :  .  4GrG9 s b has order ns and by a one gets that nx g 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 . But
n / 1 because G is not abelian and hence n s s s 2. On the other hand,
k a i  a i.if t s  p , where each p is prime and g s g r, p , then g / 1 foris1 i i i i i
k a 2  a . every i and n s  g . Therefore, t s p and r ' 1 p . But p ,is1 i i i
.  .  a .r y 1 s 1, because r y 1, m s s s 2 and hence r ' y1 p . There-i
fore, G , Q and we have Case 1.2 m
Case 3. The next case is G , Q = G with G as in Case 2. By8 m , r m , r
Lemma 7 and the previous cases, either G is cyclic or isomorphic to Qm , r 8
w xor Q . In the first case G would be U-admissible and nilpotent and by 812
 .  .it is admissible. The second case is eliminated because H Q m H Q ,
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 .  .  . .M Q is a simple component of Q = Q and H Q = y1, y3 rQ ,4 8 8
 .M Q is a simple component of Q = Q4 8 12
 w x.Case 4. If G is an O-group cf 1 , one of its quotients is Q , which is16
not U-admissible.
 w x.Case 5. Assume now that G is a T-group cf. 1 . To eliminate this
 4 2 2 y1 3case it is enough to show that T* s i, j, g N i s 1, j s i , jij s i ,
3 y1 y1 :g s 1, gig s j, gjg s ij is not U-admissible. To do that it is enough$
 . to show that the center of QT 1 y T* is isomorphic to Q this is a
. tedious task that we left to the reader and has zero divisors namely,$
 . ..  .  .g y 1 1 y T* . Thus QT* , 3Q = M Q and b applies.3
 w x.Case 6. We assume now that G is an I-group cf. 1 . This is very easy
 . 5  .to eliminate because PSL 2, 5 , A is not U-admissible, by b .
This finishes the proof.
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